Real-time monitoring of metabolic shift and transcriptional induction of yciG::luxCDABE E. coli reporter strain to a glucose pulse of different concentrations.
Ineffective mixing entailing heterogeneity issue within industrial bioreactors has been reported to affect microbial physiology and consequently bioprocess performances. Alteration of these performances results from microorganism ability to modulate their physiology at metabolic and/or transcriptional levels in order to survive in a given environment. Until now, dynamics of both metabolic and transcriptional microbial response to external stimuli have been investigated using mainly ex situ measurements with sampling and/or quenching constraints. This work showed an in situ bioluminescence approach for real-time monitoring of characteristic stress responses of Escherichia coli containing yciG::luxCDABE reporter to glucose pulses in well-controlled steady-state chemostat cultures. Reproducibility of in situ bioluminescence profiles was assessed. A dramatic transient increase in the bioluminescence intensity (sharp peak) was observed for a complete depletion of sugars and for a sudden decrease in the dilution rate. This response was connected to a sudden change of the metabolic activity. On the contrary a bell curve of bioluminescence intensity, dose-dependent, was related to an induction of transcriptional activity. Real-time monitoring of the bioluminescence signal with time-span less than a second gave access to the characteristic times of the metabolic shift and transcriptional induction of the stress response.